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One of Built In Austin's Top 50 Startups to
Watch Snags Former ZipRecruiter
Executive to Disrupt Job Search

AUSTIN, TX, UNITED STATES, August 10,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Intry,
recently named one of Built in Austin’s
Top 50 Startups to Watch for 2018, is
pleased to introduce its new EVP of
Business Development, Mandy
Schaniel. As the former VP of Key
Accounts at ZipRecruiter and SVP of
Customer Success at Accurate Background, Mandy brings a wealth of knowledge to Intry's
management team in acquiring strategic partnerships to expand and disrupt how candidates
find, apply to, and eventually are hired for their perfect career match.

Of Intry's progress and her addition to the team, Mandy said, "I'm thrilled to be joining forces
with Jennifer and the team at Intry. I've spent the past 12+ years in recruitment technology
looking for ways to make the hiring process easier and more fulfilling for both the job seeker and
the employer. With Intry's platform, we are disrupting the world of job search and having a
profound impact on both job seeker and employer. Nothing fuels my passion more than making
a difference."

Jennifer Sethre, CEO of Intry, "We are absolutely jazzed to have someone of Mandy's caliber of
excellence in this space join team Intry. Breaking into an industry using disruptive AI technology
is never easy, but with Mandy's expertise of both the candidate and the employer and her own
secret sauce it catapults us faster than we could ever have anticipated."

Intry plans to integrate a powerful AI framework to optimize hybrid resume creation and
personality-to-job matching that is agnostic and unbiased for users and employers. This plan will
benefit current partnerships as they launch with an already integrated, functional search engine.
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